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In this study, a novel floating oscillating water column (OWC) wave energy

converter (WEC) with dual chambers is proposed, and its hydrodynamic

performance and primary energy conversion characteristics are investigated

by numerical calculation. It consists of a floating body and two long vertical

pipes opening downward at the bottom, forming dual chambers at the

top. These two rectangular pipes are fixed to the front and back ends of the

buoyancy tank with the same width, and it can be regarded as an oscillating

single floating body as a whole. Under the action of the incident wave, the WEC

captures wave power by the heave motion and relative motion of the pipe and

the water column in it to form an oscillating water column, outputting

pneumatic power. The geometry size of the vertical pipes is optimized by

comparing the hydrodynamic performance and capture width ratio (CWR) of

the WEC models with several rectangular pipes of different sizes. The

calculation results show that increasing the draft, which is positively

correlated with the total mass of the WEC model, increases its optimal

response period. By comparing the numerical calculation results of the

hydrodynamic performance and CWR of the WEC models with three kinds

of floater bottom shapes, semi-cylindrical, sharp-bottomed, and flat-

bottomed, it is found that the flat-bottomed model has the best capture

performance.
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Introduction

Ocean wave is a widely distributed and abundant source of clean and renewable

energy. Development of wave energy can alleviate environmental pollution caused by

fossil energy consumption and the greenhouse effect caused by excessive carbon

emissions. There are many kinds of wave energy utilization technologies. According
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to the difference in the working principle, they can be divided

into oscillating water Column (OWC) and oscillating bodies and

overtopping (Falcão, 2010). The OWC technology uses the

reciprocating oscillating water column like a piston to

compress and expand the air in the air chamber, forming a

reciprocating airflow to drive the air turbine generator to

generate electricity. Oscillating body technology is usually

composed of two or more structures connected or hinged.

Different structures have different motion responses to the

incident waves, and the relative motion of the structures is

generated to obtain mechanical energy, which is then

converted into available electrical energy through the power

take-off (PTO) system. There are some oscillating body wave

energy devices such as point absorbers (Guo and Ringwood,

2021), pendulum devices (Qiu et al., 2019), Pelamis devices

(Rusu, 2014), Duck devices (Zhang et al., 2014), and Sharp

Eagle devices (Sheng et al., 2017). The overtopping technology

mainly uses the wave run-up to convert wave energy into

seawater potential energy and then uses the conventional low-

head hydraulic turbine to generate electricity, such as the 350-kW

Tapered Channel Wave Power Device in Norway (Gao and Yu,

2018) and the Wave Dragon wave power device in Denmark

(Kofoed et al., 2006). An OWC wave energy device is mainly

composed of an air collector chamber and a pneumatic PTO

system. The OWC technology has the advantages of simple

structure, high reliability, and easy construction and

maintenance (Heath, 2012), and it is one of the mainstream

wave energy utilization technologies.

As early as 1885, OWC technology was applied to the

whistling buoy (Heath, 2012). The early technologies applied

in the wave power station were onshore fixed OWC technology,

such as the 500-kW LIMPET wave power station in Islay

(Mustapa et al., 2017) and the 100-kW onshore OWC wave

power station in Shanwei (Qiu et al., 2019), and offshore floating

OWC, such as the Kaimei and Mighty Whale floating OWC

converter in Japan (Falcão and Henriques, 2016). The air

chamber is fixed in principle, and wave energy is converted

by the one-dimensional movement of the water column, so the

resonant response period is single and the overall conversion

efficiency is limited and low, especially in actual sea conditions.

The center pipe wave energy conversion buoy and the Backward

Bent Duct Buoy (BBDB) were first proposed by Yoshio Masuda

(Masuda, 1987). As a kind of floating OWC technology, both use

the relative movement between the oscillated air chamber and the

water column in the duct and output pneumatic energy, and the

floating chamber also has the technical characteristics of an

oscillating body. The whole with a simple structure oscillates

with the wave and participates in capturing the wave energy.

Since the oscillating single floating body is not blocked and has a

good wave gathering conditions due to the antenna effect, its

overall conversion efficiency is expected to be improved. The

onshore OWC is significantly affected by the shore terrain, and

the seawater depth near the shore is shallow. Due to wave

breaking and wave refraction, the wave power along the shore

is smaller than that far from the shore. Onshore and nearshore

wave energy devices can only use relatively limited offshore wave

energy resources. With the increasing attention paid to deep sea

development, offshore floating wave energy devices have been

developed rapidly and have become the mainstream of current

wave energy utilization technology (Wu et al., 2018).

Numerous researchers have carried out numerical and

experimental studies on the energy conversion of the OWC

technology. For the fixed OWC, the air chamber geometry,

shape of the front wall and bottom, and draft and nozzle size

are mainly optimized to enhance the oscillatory movement of the

water column (Guo and Ringwood, 2021). Ning et al. (2016a;

2016b) studied the hydrodynamic performance of the fixed

OWC device by combining numerical calculation and

experimental research and optimized the air chamber

structure. For the floating OWC, Whittaker and McPeake

(1986) studied the influence of the scale of the oscillating

water column and external damping on the conversion

efficiency of the center pipe wave energy device under

random waves by using a two-degree-of-freedom model.

Hong et al. (2004a) studied the floating body motion response

and horizontal drift force of the center pipe device numerically by

calculating the velocity potential using the far-field method.

Considering the relative displacement between the floating

body and oscillating water column, Alves et al. (2010) studied

the energy conversion characteristics of the center pipe OWC

device and found that the surface buoy can tune the device

resonance on the desired frequency to optimize the energy

absorption. Hong et al. (2004b) calculated the motions and

horizontal drift forces of floating BBDB wave energy

absorbers but rarely studied the energy conversion

characteristics. Falcao et al. (2012); Falcão et al. (2014)

optimized the floating body diameter, tube geometry,

submerged length, and the effect of air compressibility in the

chamber by numerical calculation. Gomes et al. (2020) obtained

the numerical results of the dynamics and power extraction of the

center pipe OWC device by using a time-domain model, and the

numerical results were verified by experiments. Wu et al. (2017)

optimized the shape of the floating body and the draft of the

BBDB by experimental research and improved its primary energy

conversion efficiency. Sheng (2019a; 2019b) applied the

boundary element method based on potential flow theory to

calculate the basic hydrodynamic parameters for the floating

BBDB and the water body in the duct, and the power

performance of the BBDB was investigated and optimized. In

recent years, Ning et al. (2017) developed an analytical model to

investigate the hydrodynamic performance of a dual-pontoon

WEC-type breakwater and found that the capture width ratio

curve had two peaks and the effective frequency range can be

broadened. They also studied the performance of the land-based

dual-chamber OWC device by numerical calculation and

experiment (Elhanafi et al., 2018; Ning et al., 2018, 2020;
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Wang et al., 2020). Xu et al. (2020); Gadelho et al. (2021); and

Rezanejad et al. (2021) conducted some experimental studies on

the influence of the hydrodynamic motion and flexible mooring

system on the performance of a dual-chamber floating OWC

device. They studied the free surface elevations and air pressures

inside the chambers and investigated the influence of the power

take-off damping and the wave characteristics on the

hydrodynamic performance. Finally, they found that the

OWC device with dual chamber can improve the efficiency,

broaden the wave period range, and improve its performance

under random waves. Wang et al. (2022b) established a

theoretical model focusing on a dual-chamber OWC device to

explore the impacts on the power extraction performance and

finally found that the mid-wall in the dual-chamber structure

with a relatively larger linear density and smaller draft is more

beneficial for energy extraction. Subsequently, Wang et al.

(2022a) studied a dual-chamber OWC structure with dual

pitching walls and found that the performance of the rear

chamber could be significantly strengthened.

The structure of the air chamber not only affects the

hydrodynamic characteristics of the oscillating water column

but also determines the capture performance of the OWC

device. The dual-chamber and multi-chamber OWC

technologies have attracted the attention of researchers. Most of

the aforementioned literatures study the influence of the air

chamber structure on the performance of an oscillating water

column. This study not only focuses on the hydrodynamic

performance of the water column in the pipeline but also

focuses on the response performance of the whole floating body

rigidly connected with the air chamber under the action of waves.

A dual-chamber floating OWC technology is proposed in this

study, and the device consists of two rectangular vertical pipes with

downward openings in the front and back to form double air

chambers at the top of the pipes. The two rectangular vertical pipes

are fixed at the front and rear ends of the cuboid buoyancy

chamber with the same width by welding to form a whole

oscillating single floating body. It mainly uses the heave motion

response of the floating body and the relative motion between the

pipe and the water column to capture the wave energy and output

the pneumatic energy through dual air chambers. In this study, the

hydrodynamic characteristics of the dual-chamber OWC model

are numerically calculated by using hydrodynamic software based

on the boundary element method. The output pneumatic power

performance of the model is calculated by applying assumed PTO

damping. The geometry of the double vertical pipes and the

bottom shape of the floating body are optimized by

comparative calculation. As for a dual-chamber OWC device,

the PTO damping can be adjusted to enhance the heave

response of the single floating body and the optimal response

period of the relative motion between the water column and the air

chamber to improve the capture performance.

This paper is organized as follows: Model and Numerical

Calculation Method section introduces the dual-chamber OWC

wave energy converter and the mathematical calculation method.

The hydrodynamic response and capture performance of the

dual-chamber OWC model with different geometry are

compared and analyzed in Motion Response and Capture

Performance of a Dual-chamber OWC section. Finally, the

conclusions are summarized in Conclusion section.

Model and numerical calculation
method

Based on the oscillatory floating OWC technology, a

symmetrical dual-chamber OWC wave energy converter

(WEC) is proposed in this study. As shown in Figure 1, two

vertical rectangular pipes with adequate length are welded on the

front and rear ends of the cuboid buoyancy module. The bottom

opening of the pipes is downward, and their draft is deep. Two

rectangular water columns are formed in the pipes, the upper

parts of the pipes are air chambers, and two air turbine generator

sets are installed on the chambers. The mooring system consists

of four sets of anchor chains and anchors, where one end of the

anchor chain is connected with the vertices of the rectangular

floating body and the other end is connected with the fixed

anchor under the water. The front and rear vertical pipes are of

the same width as the buoyancy chamber, and they are rigidly

connected to form an integral floating body. Under the action of

the incident wave, the whole floating body mainly appears in

heave, surge, and pitch motions. The whole WEC mainly relies

on the heave motion to capture and convert wave energy. The

water column in the pipe is less affected by low-period waves, and

the relative motion between the water column in the pipe and the

floating body forms an oscillating water column. The water

column compresses and expands the air in the chamber like a

piston, and the reciprocating airflow drives the air turbine

generator set to generate electricity.

The whole dual-chamber OWC WEC can be regarded as an

oscillating single floating body, and the air turbine generator set

is simplified as an ideal PTO damping. Under the action of linear

airy wave, the WEC mainly relies on the heave motion to absorb

and convert wave energy, which can be simplified as a single-

degree-of-freedom damped forced vibration. As shown in

Figure 2, a cylindrical coordinate system (r, θ, z) is

established, where o is the origin of the coordinates, located

on the static level, and the axis z points upward in the vertical

direction. It is assumed that the fluid is inviscid and

incompressible, and the flow is irrotational. Based on the

linear wave theory, the wave force on the WEC can be solved

by the velocity potential in the flow field. The fluid domain

consists of the average wet surface of the device, free water

surface, seabed surface, and infinite control surface. The total

velocity potential can be expressed asΦ(r, θ, z, t). When the time

parameter t and the space parameter (r, θ, z) are separated, Φ �
Re[ϕ(r, θ, z, t) exp(−iωt)] can be obtained, where i is the
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imaginary unit, i � ���−1√
, ω is the circular frequency, ω � 2π/T,

and T is the period.Φ consists of three parts: the incident velocity

potential ΦI(r, θ, z, t), diffraction velocity potential

ΦD(r, θ, z, t), and radiation velocity potential ΦR(r, θ, z, t).

It is assumed that the WEC with a mass m presents slight

harmonic vibrations under the action of waves. The complex

motion amplitude in the direction of heave motion is set as ζ0,

and then the displacement z(t), velocity _z(t), and acceleration
€z(t) of heave motion can be expressed in a complex form as

follows:

z(t) � Re[ζ0 exp(−iωt)]
_z(t) � Re[ − iωζ0 exp(−iωt)]
_z(t) � Re[ − ω2ζ0 exp(−iωt)]

(1)

In the vertical direction, it can be obtained as follows, according

to Newton’s second law:

m€z � fez + frz + fs + fc + fk (2)

where fez is the wave excitation force, fez � Re[exp(−iωt)Fez],
obtained from the incident velocity potential ΦI and the

diffraction velocity potential ΦD; frz is the wave radiation

force, frz � Re{ζ0[ω2 exp(−iωt)μ33 + iω exp(−iωt)λ33]},where
μ33 and λ33 are the heave-added mass and radiation damping

coefficient of the WEC, respectively; fs is the hydrostatic

restoring force, fs � −zρgSr, where ρ is the density of water,

g is the acceleration of gravity, and Sr is the cross-sectional area

of the waterline of the WEC; fc is damping force,

fc � −(C1 + C2) _z, where C1 and C2 are the simplified linear

PTO damping of the dual chambers; and fk is the elastic force,

fk � −Kz, where K is the elastic coefficient generally related to

the stiffness of the mooring system. Substituting the expressions

of the aforementioned forces into Eq. 2 and simplifying it, the

frequency-domain equation of the damped forced vibration can

be obtained as

ζ0[ − (m + μ33)ω2 − iω(C1 + C2 + λ33) + ρgSr +K] � Fez (3)

The hydrodynamic coefficients μ33 and λ33 and the wave

excitation force Fez can be calculated by using hydrodynamic

software AQWA. The heave amplitude of the device can be

obtained from Eq. 3.

ζ0 � Fez

−(m + μ33)ω2 − iω(C1 + C2 + λ33) + ρgSr + K
(4)

In the single-degree-of-freedom damped forced vibration

system, the heave natural frequency ωn of the WEC can be

expressed as follows:

ωn �
������������������(ρgSr +K)/(m + μ33)√

(5)

The WEC outputs power through two pneumatic PTO

systems. The power absorbed by the WEC from the wave is

related to the PTO damping. The time-averaged absorbed power

can be expressed as

P � 1
T
∫T

0
(C1 + C2) _z · _zdt � 1

2
ω2(C1 + C2)ζ20 (6)

FIGURE 1
Schematic diagram of the symmetrical dual-chamber OWC
wave energy converter.

FIGURE 2
Forced vibration model of a single floating body.
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The absorbed power P can be obtained by substituting the heave

amplitude ζ0 and the heave natural frequencyωn into Eq. 6 as follows:

P � 1
2

F2
ez(C1 + C2)ω2

[ρgSr + K − (m + μ33)ω2]2 + (C1 + C2 + λ33)2ω2

� 1
2

F2
ez(C1 + C2)ω2

[(ω2
n − ω2)(m + μ33)]2 + (C1 + C2 + λ33)2ω2

(7)

The width of the wave crest through the dual-chamber OWC

WEC is set as B, and the power of the incident wave through the

WEC can be obtained by the energy flow density of the regular wave.

Pw � 1
16

ρgH2c(1 + 2kh
sinh(2kh))B (8)

whereH is the wave height, c is the wave celerity or phase velocity

c � L/T, L is the wave length, T is the wave period, k is the wave

number, k � 2π/L, and h is the water depth.

Then, the primary energy conversion characteristic of the

WEC, also known as capture width ratio (CWR), can be

expressed as follows:

CWR � P

Pw
× 100% (9)

Motion response and capture
performance of a dual-
chamber OWC

In order to explore the influence of different shapes and

geometries on the hydrodynamic response and capture

performance of the dual-chamber OWC WEC, rectangular

dual-chamber OWC WECs with different structure sizes were

designed. The effects of the draft of the WEC and the bottom

shape of the floating body on the motion response and capture

performance of the WEC were compared and studied.

Capture performance of the dual-
chamber OWC with different
geometric sizes

It is assumed that the top view of the structure rigidly

connected with the double pipes and the buoyancy module is

a square, and its side length is b. As shown in Figure 3, the width

of the front and rear air chambers is a, the total draft of the WEC

is d, the draft of the floating body module is e, and the tail tube

length of the vertical pipe is f, d � e + f. In order to study the

effect of the dual-chamber structure on the capture performance

of the OWC WEC, five OWC models with different sizes of the

chamber structure denoted as model A were designed. The side

length b is set as 0.5 m, and the ratios of the width a of the

chamber to its length b are 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, and 0.3. The length

f of each tail tube is 0.4 m. All of the models are obtained by

welding some steel plates with 1 mm thickness. A small amount

of counterweight is added appropriately so that the total mass of

each model is 20 kg, as shown in Table 1.

The dual-chamber OWC WEC models were established

using hydrodynamic software AQWA, the surface mesh was

divided, and five models were obtained, as shown in Figure 4. The

seawater density ρ is 1025kg/m3, the length of the wave basin is

10 m, width is 10 m, and depth is 10 m. Under the action of the

unit amplitude incident waves, the hydrodynamic coefficients

and motion response of the model are solved. As shown in

Figure 3, the angle between the direction of the incident wave and

the left–right symmetry plane of the dual chambers is denoted as

α. Due to the action of the mooring system and the principle of

capturing wave energy, the dual-chamber OWC WEC model

mainly relies on the heave motion to capture the wave energy and

output the pneumatic energy, so only the single-degree-of-

freedom motion response of the floating body in the heave

direction is considered in this study. The heave natural period

of the model calculated by AQWA is shown in Table 1, and the

hydrodynamic parameters of the model, such as wave excitation

force, heave response amplitude operator (RAO), added mass,

and radiation damping coefficient, can also be calculated by using

hydrodynamic software. The RAO is defined as the ratio of the

motion amplitude to wave amplitude of the corresponding

degree of freedom of the floating body.

First, the capture performance is studied when the incident

wave direction and the model form different angles α. Since the

dual-chamber OWC model is symmetric in the front and back

and left and right, it is only necessary to study the characteristics

of the angles α between 0 and π/2. Taking model A-1 as an

example, the hydrodynamic coefficients and motion responses of

the model are calculated under the action of waves with the

angles α of 0, π/6, π/3, and π/2. The wave period ranges from 0.8 s

to 3.0 s, and the interval is 0.1 s. The heave added mass and

radiation damping coefficient of the model are not affected by the

change of the angle α. Under the action of the unit amplitude

incident wave, the wave excitation force and motion response

RAO in the heave direction of model A-1 are calculated and

shown in Figure 5. It can be observed from the results that when

the wave period is greater than 1.0 s, the wave excitation force on

the model gradually increases with the increase of the incident

wave period, but with the increase of angle α, the wave excitation

force on the model generally decreases. So, when angle α � 0, the

wave force on the model is the largest. According to the heave

motion response RAO curve of the model, the peak of the heave

RAO appears near the heave natural period. Similarly, with the

increase of angle α, the heave RAO generally shows a downward

trend. The heave RAO increases first and then decreases with the

increase of the wave period and gradually reaches 1. However,

when the wave period is 2.1 s, the heave RAO appears in a second

peak. The water column in the rectangular vertical pipe is also

affected by the incident wave, and the resonance effect drives the
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FIGURE 3
Dimensional parameters of the dual-chamber OWC WEC model.

TABLE 1 Parameters of five models with the chambers of different geometric sizes.

Model a (m) b (m) Draft d
(m)

Total mass
(kg)

Grid number Heave natural
period (s)

A-1 0.050 0.500 0.50 20 12420 1.11

A-2 0.075 0.500 0.51 20 15151 1.06

A-3 0.100 0.500 0.53 20 7275 1.06

A-4 0.125 0.500 0.56 20 7767 1.11

A-5 0.150 0.500 0.60 20 8363 1.11

FIGURE 4
Five dual-chamber OWC WEC models with the chambers of different geometric sizes.
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WEC model to produce a large heave motion response in this

period.

Since the structure of the front and rear air chambers of the

dual-chamber OWC model is the same, the same PTO damping

is applied to the front and rear air chambers. When the applied

aerodynamic PTO damping is equal to the heave radiation

damping coefficient, the maximum absorbed power can be

obtained (Li et al., 2022). In order to obtain the maximum

CWR, the sum of the PTO damping is set as 60 Ns/m,

according to the heave radiation damping coefficient of the

models A-1. The absorbed power and the incident wave

power of the model are calculated according to the

aforementioned formula so as to calculate the CWR of model

A-1. Therefore, the capture performance of the model A-1 under

different angles α is shown in Figure 6. It can be seen from the

calculation results of CWR in the figure that with the increase of

the wave period, the CWR shows a trend of first increasing and

then decreasing. When the incident wave period is close to the

heave natural period, the CWR reaches its peak value. When the

angle α is 0 and the wave period is 1.1 s, the maximum CWR is

about 1.15 at most. As the angle α increases, the CWR decreases

gradually to a minimum at the angle α � π/2. It can be seen from

the analysis of the roll motion of the model, as shown in Figure 6,

that when the roll motion of the model is dominated (α � π/2),

the heave motion response is weakened. The ability of the model

to capture wave energy and output pneumatic energy is reduced,

so the CWR of the model decreases. Under the action of incident

waves with different angles α, according to the comparative

analysis results of the wave excitation force on the model and

the calculation results of the model’s heave RAO and CWR, it can

be observed that when the incident wave angle α is 0, the model

has the best heave response and capture performance.

Under the action of the unit amplitude incident wave, the

angle α is 0, the wave period range is from 0.5 s to 3.0 s, the interval

FIGURE 5
Wave force on model A-1 (left) and the heave RAO of it (right).

FIGURE 6
Roll RAO and the CWR of model A-1 with different incident wave angles α.
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is 0.05 s, and the corresponding wave frequency is in the range of

0.333 Hz–2.0 Hz. The hydrodynamic calculation and analysis of

the dual-chamber OWCWECmodels with five different chamber

structure sizes were carried out. The heave added mass and

radiation damping coefficient of the models obtained by

calculation are shown in Figure 7. It can be observed from the

calculation results that under the same total mass condition, with

the increase of the width a of the air chamber, that is to say, the

increase of the draft, heave added mass and radiation damping

coefficient of the model both show a downward trend as a whole.

From 0.5 s to 3.0 s, with the increase of the incident wave period,

the heave added mass increases slowly, while the heave radiation

damping coefficient increases first and then decreases. For these

five models, with the increase of the air chamber width a, the wave

excitation force on the model generally decreases, but it gradually

increases with the increase of the wave period. As shown in

Figure 8, when the incident wave period approaches to the

heave natural period, the heave motion response RAO reaches

a peak value. When the incident wave period is far from it, the

heave RAO decreases sharply, and when the period is close to the

heave natural period of the water column in the pipe, the heave

RAO fluctuates slightly.

In order to obtain the maximum capture performance,

different aerodynamic PTO damping (60, 40, 27, 17, and

10 Ns/m) was applied to the five models, according to the

heave radiation damping coefficient. The absorbed power

and CWR of these models were obtained using the

mathematical calculation program. The CWR curves are

FIGURE 8
Wave force on the five dual-chamber OWC models (left) and their heave RAO (right).

FIGURE 7
Heave added mass and radiation damping coefficient of the five dual-chamber OWC models with the chambers of different geometric sizes.
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shown in Figure 9, and the peak capture performance of the five

models is shown in Table 2. According to the calculation results,

when the incident wave period is 1.06 s, the heave motion

response of models A-2 and A-3 is the most severe, and

CWR of both the models reaches the peak values of

1.109 and 1.266, respectively. When the wave period is

1.11 s, the models A-1, A-4, and A-5 present the most severe

heave motion response, and their CWRs all reach their peak

values of 1.153, 1.183, and 1.208, respectively, so the model A-3

has the largest CWR. The calculated heave natural period of the

water column in the rectangular vertical pipe of each model is

shown in Table 2. The heave natural period of the water column

is far greater than that of the dual-chamber OWC model, so the

operating wave period of the WEC model should be

appropriately small and close to the heave natural period of

the model. The dual-chamber OWC model mainly relies on the

overall heave motion to capture the wave energy and outputs

the energy through the pneumatic PTO near the operating wave

period. According to the oscillatory characteristics of the water

column in the pipe, under the effect of the PTO damping, the

water column in the pipe is basically stationary, and the relative

motion between the water column and the rectangular pipe can

form an oscillating water column, which is also the working

characteristic of the WEC model.

Capture performance of a dual-
chamber OWC with different drafts

In order to explore the influence of the draft of the dual-

chamber OWC WEC model on its capture performance, five

models with different total masses were designed based on model

A-3, which were marked as model B. Five models were obtained

by adding a certain weight, as shown in Table 3. The length b of

the rectangular air chamber is 0.5 m, width a of the chamber is

0.1 m, and length f of the tail tube is 0.4 m. Therefore, the

different total mass of model B leads to the different total draft d.

Similarly, under the action of the unit amplitude incident

wave, the angle α is 0, the wave period range is set to be

0.5 s–3.0 s, the interval is 0.05 s, and the corresponding wave

frequency range is 0.333 Hz–2.0 Hz. The hydrodynamic

calculation and analysis of the dual-chamber OWC model B

with five different drafts were carried out. The dimensionless

heave added mass and radiation damping coefficient of the

models are calculated and shown in Figure 10. According to

the calculation results, the dimensionless heave added mass does

not change much with the increase of the wave period, but it

tends to decrease with the increase of the total mass. As for the

heave radiation damping coefficient of model B, it shows a trend

of first increasing and then decreasing with the increase of the

wave period, and all of them show a maximum value near the

heave natural period. For model B, the wave excitation force on

the model increases gradually with the increase of the wave

period, while it decreases slightly with the increase of the total

mass. Under the action of the incident wave and without external

damping, the heave motion response RAO of model B is shown

in Figure 11. When the incident wave period reaches the heave

natural period, a resonance effect occurs, and the heave response

RAO reaches a peak value. When the incident wave period is far

from the heave natural period, the heave RAO decreases sharply,

and when the wave period is close to the heave natural period of

the water column in the pipe, the heave RAO fluctuates slightly.

The total mass of the model significantly affects the heave natural

period of the model.

In order to obtain the optimal CWR of model B, different

aerodynamic PTO damping (27, 20, 20, 20, and 15 Ns/m) was

FIGURE 9
CWR of five models with different dual-chamber geometry
sizes.

TABLE 2 Peak capture performance of five dual-chamber OWC models.

Model Wave period
(s)

RAO PTO damping
(Ns/m)

Heave natural
period of
water column
(s)

CWR

A-1 1.11 4.19 60 2.10 1.153

A-2 1.06 3.68 40 1.75 1.109

A-3 1.06 5.25 27 1.75 1.266

A-4 1.11 6.11 17 1.75 1.183

A-5 1.11 11.69 10 1.80 1.208
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applied to model B with different total mass. The absorbed power

and CWR can be calculated by the mathematical calculation

program, the CWR curve is shown in Figure 12, and the peak

capture performance of the model B is shown in Table 4. It can be

observed from the calculation results that when the incident wave

period is approximately equal to the heave natural period, the

model has the largest heave response RAO, and when the PTO

damping equivalent to the maximum radiation damping

coefficient is applied, the model can achieve the largest CWR.

In this case, since the wave period is far away from the heave

natural period of the water column in the pipe and the

aerodynamic PTO damping is applied to the water column,

TABLE 3 Model B with different drafts.

Model Total mass (kg) Draft d (m) Grid number Heave natural period(s)

B-1 20 0.530 10,874 1.06

B-2 25 0.565 11,434 1.15

B-3 30 0.595 12,004 1.20

B-4 35 0.630 12,465 1.30

B-5 40 0.660 13,031 1.25

FIGURE 10
Dimensionless heave added mass and radiation damping coefficient of model B with different drafts.

FIGURE 11
Wave excitation force on model B (left) and their heave RAO (right).
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the water column is almost motionless. Therefore, the relative

motion between the whole floating body model and the water

column in the pipe is generated to form the oscillating water

column to output pneumatic energy. For model B, with the

increase of the total mass, the CWR gradually decreases, and the

optimal response period range becomes narrower. However,

when the total mass of model B is doubled, namely, model B-

5, the CWR increases instead, and the maximum value reaches

1.332. Although the peak value of the CWR has increased a little,

the total mass has doubled, which means that the cost has

increased significantly. Therefore, the draft and total mass of

such model should be minimized to control the cost, and they

should be reasonably designed according to the wave period

range of the operating sea area tomake it work within the optimal

response period range. The numerical free decay tests of model B

with different drafts were performed, and the oscillation time

series of the models were recorded. The time series of the

simulated free decay tests in heave motion are shown in

Figure 13. The natural period of the model can be evaluated

by the free decay test results (Çelik and Altunkaynak, 2020). It is

consistent with the natural frequency calculated in the frequency

domain.

Effect of bottom shape of the
buoyancy module on capture
performance of the dual-
chamber OWC

In order to explore the effect of the bottom shape of the

buoyancy module on the capture performance of the dual-

chamber OWC WEC model, five models with different

bottom shapes were designed by reference to model A-3.

Among them, the flat-bottomed model, which is as same as

model A-3 and B-1, is marked as model C, and the model with a

wedge-shaped bottom, namely, a triangular prism, is marked as

model D. The model, the height of whose bottom isosceles

triangle is 0.15 m and the height of whose triangular prism is

0.5 m, is named as model D-1. The model, the height of whose

bottom isosceles triangle is 0.25 m and the height of whose

triangular prism is 0.3 m, is named as model D-2. The model

whose bottom shape is semi-cylindrical is denoted as model E,

and the semi-cylinder with a bottom semicircle radius of 0.15 m

and a height of 0.5 m is denoted as model E-1, and the semi-

cylinder with a bottom semicircle radius of 0.25 m and a height of

0.3 m is denoted as model E-2. The numerical model is

established, and the mesh is divided, as shown in Figure 14.

The WEC model parameters of five different bottom shapes of

the buoyancy module are shown in Table 5. They have the same

dual-chamber rectangular vertical pipes, the length b of the air

chamber is 0.5 m, and its width a is 0.1 m. The total mass of the

model is 20 kg, and the total draft d of the model is 0.53 m. The

same marine environmental parameters as before were set using

hydrodynamic calculation software, in which the angle α is 0, the

wave period ranges from 0.5 s to 3.0 s, and the interval is 0.05 s.

Finally, the added mass, radiation damping coefficient, wave

excitation force, and motion response RAO of the models can be

calculated.

The heave added mass and radiation damping coefficient of

the model were calculated. As shown in Figure 15, the heave

FIGURE 12
CWR of model B with different drafts.

TABLE 4 Peak capture performance of model B with different drafts.

Model Wave period
(s)

RAO PTO damping
(Ns/m)

Heave natural
period of
water column
(s)

CWR

B-1 1.06 5.25 27 1.75 1.266

B-2 1.15 5.47 22 1.75 1.218

B-3 1.20 9.13 20 1.80 1.032

B-4 1.30 5.25 20 1.85 0.889

B-5 1.25 7.14 15 1.90 1.332
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added mass increases slowly with the increase of the wave period

as a whole, except for some regional fluctuations. As for the

radiation damping coefficient, it increases first and then

decreases with the increase of the wave period on the whole.

When the wave period is greater than 1.1 s, there is little

difference of the radiation damping coefficients among the

five models, and they all decrease with the increase of the

period. When the wave period is less than 1.0 s, the radiation

damping coefficients of the five models are quite different, the

smallest one is model C and the largest one is model D-2. As

shown in Figure 16, under the action of the unit amplitude

incident wave, the wave excitation force on these five models

increases with the increase of the wave period as a whole, except

for model D-2, which shows a significant fluctuation in a large

period range. These five models have the same total mass and

draft, so the difference of wave excitation force on them is very

small. Due to the different bottom shapes of the buoyancy

module, its draft e is different, and the calculated heave

natural period of the model is shown in Table 5. The heave

natural period of model D-1 is 1.10 s, which is the largest among

these five models. At this time, the heave motion response RAO

value of this model is maximum to 4.76. When the wave period is

FIGURE 13
Time series of the simulated free decay test of model B with different drafts in heave motion.

TABLE 5 Model parameters of five different bottom shapes of the buoyancy module.

Model Bottom shape Draft of the
floating module e
(m)

Grid number Heave
natural period (s)

C Flat-bottomed 0.13 7,275 1.06

D-1 Sharp-bottomed 0.21 8,277 1.10

D-2 Sharp-bottomed 0.26 12,782 1.00

E-1 Semi-cylindrical 0.16 12,898 1.05

E-2 Semi-cylindrical 0.18 12,554 1.00
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less than the heave natural period, the heave RAO increases with

the increase of the wave period. When the wave period is greater

than the heave natural period of the model, the heave RAO value

decreases sharply with the increase of the wave period and then

tends to be stable, close to 1. However, when the wave period is

close to the heave natural period of the water column in the pipe,

a second peak of heave RAO appears, but the peak value is small.

When the wave period reaches the heave natural period of model

FIGURE 14
Dual-chamber OWC models with different bottom shapes of the buoyancy module.

TABLE 6 Peak capture performance of these models with different bottom shapes.

Model Wave period
(s)

RAO PTO damping
(Ns/m)

Heave natural
period of
water column
(s)

CWR

C 1.06 5.25 27 1.75 1.266

D-1 1.10 4.76 42 1.75 1.088

D-2 1.00 3.54 65 1.75 1.078

E-1 1.05 4.42 61 1.75 1.103

E-2 1.00 3.61 57 1.75 1.087
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C, namely, 1.06 s, the heave RAO value of model C reaches a

maximum of 5.25. It can be observed from the comparison

diagram that the flat-bottom model C presents the best heave

response performance.

According to the radiation damping coefficient of each

model, different external aerodynamic PTO damping (27, 42,

65, 61, and 57 Ns/m) was applied to five models with different

bottom shapes, as shown in Table 6. The CWR of each model

calculated by the mathematical calculation program is shown in

Figure 17, and the peak capture performance of the model is

shown in Table 6. According to the calculation results, the peak

CWR of each model is more than 1. When the wave period is

close to the heave natural period of the model, the capture

performance of the model is the best and the CWR of model

C is 1.266. It is assumed that when the CWR is greater than 0.2,

the wave period is taken as the effective response period of the

model. The calculation results show that the effective response

wave period range of model C is 0.90 s–1.25 s, the effective

response wave period range of model D-1 is 0.90 s–1.40 s, the

effective response wave period range of model D-2 is

FIGURE 15
Heave added mass and radiation damping coefficient of the models with different bottom shapes.

FIGURE 16
Wave excitation force on models with different bottom shapes (left) and their heave RAO (right).

FIGURE 17
CWR of these five models with different bottom shapes.
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0.80 s–1.40 s, the effective response wave period range of model

E-1 is 0.85–1.40 s, and that of model E-2 is 0.85–1.35 s. It can be

observed that the effective response period range of model C is

the narrowest, while that of model D-2 is the widest. Therefore,

the flat-bottom dual-chamber OWC model presents the best

capturing performance, but the effective response period range is

narrow, and it can be broadened by modifying the bottom shape

to a wedge type.

Conclusion

In this study, a symmetric front and back floating OWC

WEC with dual-air chambers is proposed. The dual-chamber

pipes and the buoyancy module are welded as a whole, and it

mainly heaves, surges, and pitches under the action of the

incident waves. Relying on the heave motion of the overall

floating body, the relative motion between the vertical pipe

and the water column in it can be generated to output the

pneumatic energy, so it can also be regarded as a pneumatic-

type oscillating single floating body wave energy converter. The

hydrodynamic characteristics and the capture performance of the

dual-chamber OWC WEC models are studied by the numerical

calculation method in this study. First, the influence of the angle

α between the propagation direction of the incident wave and the

left–right symmetry plane of the model on the capture

performance of the dual-chamber OWC WEC model is

studied. The results show that when the angle α is 0, the

model has the best heave response performance, which is

beneficial to the model to capture wave energy and output

pneumatic energy. Five kinds of dual-chamber OWC models

with different chamber structure sizes were studied and

compared. The calculation results show that when the ratio

a/b of chamber width a to its length b is 0.2, the heave

motion response of the model is the most severe under the

same total mass and draft area conditions. Therefore, the capture

performance of the model is the best, and the CWR is as high as

1.266. Then, the influence of the draft of the model on its capture

performance was studied. By comparing the calculation results, it

can be observed that with the increase of the total mass, the heave

natural period of the model increases gradually, and the capture

performance of the model decreases, but when the total mass

doubles, the CWR increases. So, the total mass of the device

should be reasonably designed according to the wave period in

the working sea area of the wave energy device to control the cost

and improve the performance. Finally, the influence of the

buoyancy module with different bottom shapes on the capture

performance of the dual-chamber OWC WEC model was

studied. The calculation results show that the flat-bottom

buoyancy module is beneficial to improve the capture

performance, and when the bottom of the buoyancy module

is changed into a wedge shape, the effective response wave

period range of the WEC can be widened, but the peak CWR

is reduced.
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